I leaned over to pick
up the newspaper from
the driveway and heard cawing
overhead. I looked at the sky. A
raven? Not likely. The common
raven lives in the Chiricahua Mountains in southeastern Arizona, not
the inner city of Phoenix. It must
have been a crow; the sun had
blurred the bird’s form. But raven
or crow, I thought, more soldiers
dead. A quick thumb of the front
section and I found the brief article in small
type — two soldiers, one Marine. Sadness
mixed with anger tugged at me. Did this
relate to the fierce red-haired Goddess that continued to loom in
my dreams? I saw blood and
devastation, not the peace I
sought in ritual work and
political activism.
Curious about the
bird’s appearance, I picked up
The White Goddess; a search on
“raven” led me to the Morrigan.1 I discovered that in
Celtic pantheons, Morrigan, together with Babd and
Macha formed the Morrigna (Great Queens), goddesses
linked with war and further discovered that Morrigan
shape-shifted as a hooded raven.2 Immediately I knew
that the messenger was a sign for me to pay attention to
this Goddess.
One translation of “Morrigan” is “Phantom Queen”
— a potent symbol of war itself. A bullet whistles from a
shadow; a bomb detonates on a quiet road; a helicopter
suddenly explodes during a routine flight. These were
disturbing images — ones that I didn’t care to think
about — yet Morrigan kept nudging me to explore
further, to broaden my scope beyond the tangible what
of fallen soldiers.

My first realization came as a surprise: How can a woman be a feminist
and not also be a warrior? By embracing
feminism in the late 60s, I unintentionally embraced the warrior’s path.
Following my decision to become a
feminist, I fought salary discrimination,
vied for respect from men for my
abilities, and dealt with the
on-going struggle to be taken
seriously. Furthermore, I succeeded in raising my daughter to be a warrior, too she’s
independent, self-confident,
and possesses a healthy
self-image.
I have also fought for
Pagan rights just as vigorously as for women’s equality.
Involvement in Pagan Pride
Day has become an important
part of my life, and challenging the editorial
pages of The Republic (Arizona’s largest newspaper) to
print the truth about Pagan practices has been a genuine
battle as well. Defending our faith takes a warrior’s spirit
and Morrigan’s protection.
But although I was starting to see Her influence
in my life, Morrigan wasn’t finished educating me yet.
Outraged at the increasing body counts and the repeated
destruction of our beloved earth by the machinery of
war, I decided to ask my coven to seek Morrigan and
report the findings. My sisters had each protested the
Iraq war and the majority honored Celtic goddesses in
their personal devotions. What would Morrigan say to
us? What would she finally say to me that would expand
my understanding and — if not grant me a calmer mind
— at least provide me with new perspective.
To begin our visit with the Morrigan, Gretchen3, my
sister priestess and a certified hypnotherapist, created a
simple visualization to help us focus. (See inset.)
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After the visualization, our group shared their experi- with Morrigan taught Katie that denying her passion
ences. They also spoke about what the myths, stories,
would be denying herself, but that controlled vehemence
and presence of the Morrigan meant to them.
could awaken her to a greater spiritual understanding of
Gretchen identifies with the Morrigan who is
her true nature.
theorized to have originated in the megalithic cult of
Ophelia found meaning in the story of Morrigan’s
the Mothers, who usually appeared as triple goddesses.
rejection by Cuchulainn. At Cuchulainn’s death in
Their followers expressed themselves through both
battle, Morrigan sat upon his shoulder in her raven
battle ecstasy and regenerative ecstasy.4 Gretchen told
guise. Ophelia feels that this represents Morrigan’s
us that she channels her warrior energy most fervently
boundless love and her endurance as a survivor, a lesson
when it relates to her role as a mother.
from which all women could learn. The message is this:
Exploring beyond Morrigan, she felt kindred spirit
failure doesn’t diminish us, “battle scars” heal. Just like a
with a trio of Celtic goddesses — Eriu, Banba, and
veteran warrior, we can persevere.
Fotla — deities that used “influSondra, a priestess, coordience in the sphere of warfare, but
nated our Morrigan moon ritual;
Morrigan Visualization
by means of magic and incantathe music we used inspires her to
(Follow your customary relaxation
tion rather than through physical
invoke the goddess and the warrior
techniques
for
light
mediation.)
5
strength.” She explained that
in herself.6 Cyndy, who suffers from
Just
before
dusk,
vermilion
splashes
often in her life she has used her
bipolar disorder, had recently spun
across the sky. A shadow appears and
“warrior” voice rather than physiinto depression at the time of our
it’s you — a sleek, soaring raven.
cal strength to settle a conflict.
ritual. Tapping Morrigan’s energy
Senses
sharp,
strong
and
powerful,
Gretchen, who is 5'5'' and weighs
helped her win the battle over the
you wing through the air. With earth
about 125 pounds, often had to
inertia she seemed previously unable
and water below, you are mistress of
deal with men who used bully
to escape. In her vision, she walked
all
that
you
see.
tactics when her son was young
along a bleak, narrow path. The
A brilliant moon rises. Drawn
and playing team sports. On
only stars were not bright sparkly
by its energy, you fly towards it. You,
one occasion a dad from another
ones, but icy pinpoints of light
who
move
easily
between
the
worlds,
team decided to vent his anger
scattered amid a faraway spray of
acknowledge your interest and ability
by cursing in her ten-year-old
clouds. The moon was dark: Moras a messenger. Channeling more and
son’s face. The man was very
rigan’s time of month. Very high,
more of the moon’s energy, legs grow
surprised to be yanked back and
black shiny cliffs were on her right,
beneath
you,
growing
and
growing
find himself looking at the irate
impossible to scale, and on her left,
until you connect with the earth. Your
face of a mother. He quickly
the sea crashed, cold and fierce.
body is human now, and you stretch
backed off and apologized to the
Even the sand was black under her
taller
and
taller
until
you
touch
the
kids he’d frightened. “How else
bare feet. Then she heard wings,
moon ... your reflection in the moon’s
but magic can explain that I never
and a large dark shape landed beradiance is Morrigan. Vibrant and
paid a physical price for taking
side her. A musty odor pervaded the
spirited,
fi
lled
with
the
fi
ery,
warrior
on enraged men?” Gretchen said.
air as another shape emerged from
presence that is Morrigan, she speaks,
“I’ve so often drawn on the raven’s
the first one. Morrigan now walked
and your vision is clear.
ferocity for strength of purpose
with her. Although shadowy and
and protection.”
mute, Cyndy could clearly see the
Katie, an initiate and Celtic
goddess’s boots, heavy leather and
student, had already met Morrigan. She appreciates that, laced, scuffed toes and iron studs. But she kept trudging,
unlike Brigit and other Celtic goddesses, Morrigan did
her eyes on the sand, until Morrigan waved an ax around
not succumb or conform to Christianity and become a
and it whistled ominously over her head. Suddenly her
“saint.” To stand against such an enemy is a warrior trait despair turned to anger and she yelled, “A warrior walks
Katie admires.
with me! I’m a strong woman — a warrior is part of who
But Katie also had issues with her temper. It had
I am!” And, in that moment, she knew she could fight
turned inward and gnawed at her soul, causing her grief
her way back.
rather than the bursts of creative passion she so cherMorrigan’s spirit remained within her the next day
ished. Katie needed to learn how to turn her rage around when she agreed to join her son at a local shooting
and to release it with control and confidence. Walking
range. Firing off round after round, a sense of power
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Studying Morrigan has
awakened a many-faceted
warrior in my coven sisters. It was a joy for me to share
— Joan Robinson-Blumit is an accountant, a writer,
in the experience as each sister gained new wisdom.
and a coven priestess. She is active in Phoenix Pagan Pride
As for me, I read “the Morrigan Prophecy,” a poem I
Day and volunteers at an organization for victims of dodiscoverd online while researching Morrigan’s herstory,
mestic violence. She has an English degree and publishes The
a poem which I printed and framed to keep on my altar. Wheel, a magazine featuring short stories and poetry. You
If a goddess who glories in battle ultimately seeks peace, may email her at jrbrowan@yahoo.com. She offers her thanks
then I, too, may have hope. My dreams, so often nightto her coven-sisters for their support in creating this article.
mares, have now quieted. i
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